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Wages And Hours Limitation
Is Campus Congress Subject

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 1,1938. VOLUME XXXVII. No. 30

Shadows Of the Thirteen

Popular Coast Band
Is Secured To Play

Coombs, Mertz to Defend Stabilization by Legislature
Against Hickman, Browning Arguments
At Debate Next Week

Push

For Foresters’ Ball
McElroy’s 13-Piece Unit From Portland W ill Feature
Claire Feely as “M. C.” ; Dean Ferguson
Grants 1 o’Clock Permission
i

“Should Congress Have the Power to Fix Minimum Wages
and Maximum Hours?” will be the “question before the
house” at Campus Congress at 7:15 o’clock a week from tomor
row night in the large meeting room. The forum debate will

be broadcast from 7:30 o’clock to<^
8 o’clock over station KGVO.
“This is one of the most impor
tant questions the nation faces to
day. Every student will be af
fected by it at some time during
his life, and the discussion should
Pre-Medic club members will
prove most worthwhile," said Bob listen to an address by Dr. Donald
Pantzer, Livingston, m e e t i n g M. Hetler, associate professor 9f
chairman.
bacteriology and hygiene, at 8
Affirmative speakers wiU be o’clock tonight in the Student
Walter Coombs, Missoula, presi Union. The talk will deal with
dent of International Relations Dr. .Hetler’s experience in bacteri
club, and Arthur Mertz, Missoula. ology.
“Minimum wage and maximum
Dr. Hetler did major work in
hour legislation is needed because chemistry and bacteriology at
of labor conditions today; it would Kansas university where he re
benefit, both labor and business,” ceived his B.A. and M.A. degrees.
said Mertz.
After receiving his master’s degree
The negative side of the ques' BUI Wagner has made big plans
,
Dr. Hetler spent two years as the
for Foresters’ ball Friday — see tion wUl be upheld by Gordon .NaHoMl
Fellow iA
Hickman, Great Falls and James' Research at Yale university where
“Popular Coast Band,” page 1.
Browning, Belt. Coombs, Mertz he received his PhD . Following
and Browning debated on the this he did work at the Rockefel
same question last year.
ler Institute in connection with
“The student discussion a f t e r the mechanism of lysis of bacteria
the debate, presentation is for by bacteriaphage.
many the liveliest part of a Camp
In 1928 Dr. Hetler joined the
us Congress," said Ruth' Christifaculty of Washington Medical
ani, leader of the congress. “But
sc||ool where he remained until
if you can’t be there for the strug
his appointment at the university.
gle, be sure to listen on the
radio.”
At the last Campus Congress, a
vote showed students favoring
campus co-operatives by a large
margin.

Cole McElroy’s 13-piece band from Portland has been se
cured for Foresters’ ball, Bill Wagner, Chief Push, annnnnopd
today. Wagner said that McElroy, now playing in the Span
ish ballroom in Portland, was obtained at twice the cost usually

Pre-Medic Club
Will Hear Hetler

Fiver

Teachers’ Union
To Have Meeting

Band to Make
Tour of State
Cities In May

Faculty Members, Friends Invited
To Forum Next Monday

Members To Finance Trip
By Novelty Dances
And Tag Day

The university teachers’ union
Edna Heldlng is a consistent will have an open meeting 8
point-getter in Masquers — see o’clock next Monday evening. All
“Thirty-eight," page 1.
faculty members and friends of
the university are invited, an
nounces Professor E. A. Atkinson,
secretary of the faculty union.
Professors F. E. Coad of the law
school; A. P. L. Turner and M. C.
Turney of the economics school
will head discussions on the sub
jects “taxation problems and
methods.”
Due to the extremely low tax
income of the university and be
cause of the present heavy prop
erty tax burden a question wheth
er an additional levy of the prop
erty tax would be feasible may
be considered. An open discussion
by authorities might be of some
avail believes Professor Atkinson.

Forty members of the university
bend will make a state tour the
first of May, according to Clar
ence Bell, band director. A tag
day and several novelty dances
will help finance the trip.
Harrison Kellum, Missoula, trip
manager, is arranging concerts for
the band. Towns being contacted
are Poison, Kalispell, Whitefish,
Browning, Shelby, Cut Bank,
Havre, Fort Benton, Great Falls,
Lewistown, Harlowton, Livingston,
Whitehall, Butte, and Deer Lodge.
Tentative plans have been made
for the band to give several con
certs at the music festival in
Havre. This festival attracts from
40 to SO bands from high schools
in the northern and eastern part
of the state.

Chairman

University’s Wealth In Land
Shown By Acquisition Report
Alex Tidball assures student dra
matic productions for convocations
— see “Convocations,” page 1.

Traveler

Campus Increases From Gift of Captain C; P. Higgins
In 1893 to 730.04 Acres, 321 Lots
And Large ACM Grant
Montana State university owns a campus of 730.04 acres
and 321% lots, excluding the 19,000-acre forest tract which
the Anaconda Copper Mining company gave the forestry
school December 13, a “Special Report Concerning Land Ac
quisitions" from the office of J. B

Speer, registrar, shows. Eighteen
separate gifts and purchases com
pose the university territory.
The original campus site, on
which most university buildings
are located, was a gift of the Cap
tain C. P. Higgins estate and the
South Missoula Land company in
1923. Main and Science halls,
two buildings, were constructed
five years later, and placed ac
cording to the original plan, form
ulated by President Oscar Craig
and associates, of which the oval
was a central feature.
Land Scattered
Land gifts on Mount Sentinel
and in the Yellow bay region on
Flathead lake composed acquisi
tions between 1893 and 1918. In
these three years annual presi
President George Finlay Sim dential reports emphasized the ne
mons has returned from five-day cessity of getting additional land
to u r— see ‘Six Audiences," page 4. adjacent to the original 40 acres

on which to place proposed build
ings.
The Cass Gilbert plan for the
campus, laid out in 1916 by the
famous New York architect, made
even more imperative the need
for more land by including areas
to the north, west and south of
the original site in its boundaries.
Therefore in 1918 the university
made its first purchase, 117 lots
north of the campus from Ronald
Higgins, for $25,000. Money from
a million and a half dollar bond
issue in 1920 erected the library
heating plant.
Between 1919 and 1927 the uni
versity bought a tptal of 195%
lots west and south of the original
campus, including sites of North,
Corbin and' South halls, the presi
dent’s residence, and the adjacent
house. Now 50% privately owned
(Continued on Pago Poor)

^paid for a Foresters’ ball orchestra. The band features Claire
Feely as “M. C.” and Ronnie Salt
and Sonny Williamson as vocal
Cole McElroy’s “Feely-Dooley:' orchestra of Portland, Ore., which is scheduled as a Foresters’
ists. Acting Dean Mary Elrod
ball attraction Friday night. McElroy, manager of the band is owner of Portland’s Spanish
Ferguson has granted 1 o'clock
ballroom.
Sigma Delta Chi to Hear Editor permission for the ball.
At Banquet Friday
Paul Bunyan,, logger extraordi
nary, and Babe, his blue ox, will
• G. M. Moss, editor of the White- arrive on the campus Friday
fish Pilot, will speak to members morning to inspect preparations
of Sigma Delta Chi, men’s national for the ball, most impressive sorial
journalism honorary, at a pledge function of the year. The inspec
North Dakota News Men Choose
banquet at 6 o’clock Friday, Feb tion will culminate in the dance
ruary 4 in the Student Union. For at the men’s gym.
Former Montana Student
Nine Hundred Expected
mal pledging of new members will
More than nine hundred people
be announced at this time.
Dosia J. Shults, who attended
“Sorry I Bothered You” the university in 1924-26 and who Credit Goes to Workers Moss, former minority leader in will attend, including guests of
the state legislature, was known honor; chaperons and Paul, the
returned m 1933 to get his bach
Is First Production
On Invitational Play
during that time as the “Admiral woodsman. A limited number of
elor of arts degree in journalism,
To Be Offered
By Moliere
of Flathead Navy.” “Horace Gree tickets is left and are “going like
was recently elected president of
ley, Jr.,” will be.the title of the hotcakes,” said Wagner. Tickets
the North Dakota Press associa
this year are in the form, of a log
Alex Tidball, convocations com tion.
Masquers awarded 143 points to Whitefish editor’s address.
Associate members of the jour ger’s boot, with dances numbered
mittee chairman, yesterday as
Shults iS owner and publisher of 38 students yesterday for partici
sured the new Student Union en I the Mott Pioneer Press in Hettin pation in the winter quarter invi nalism honorary have received in on the face.
Foresters have been gathering
tertainment project that part of its ger county, the Slope County Post tational play, Moliere’s “The Doc vitations to attend the banquet
and about 30 persons are expected. fcedar, spruce, pine and balsam
dramatic productions will be used j at Amidon, and the Bowman tor in Spite of Himself.”
bough
since before the Christmas
in convocations. Tonight at 8:15 I County Pioneer at Bowman. In
High point winners were lead
holidays, and will cover the “big
o’clock students interested in the 1936 each of his papers was elect ing actors and technicians A1
bam ” so completely that even
skit and play-producing project ed the official paper for its respec Fluto, Bud Stokes, Bob Warren,
Jiggs Dahlberg won’t recognize it.
will gather in the makeup room of tive county. He will continue as a Lela Hoffstot, Alleyne Jensen and
Foresters, three hundred fifty
the Student Union theater to or member of the executive commit Don Frisbee with seven points
strong, will begin decorating the
ganize and start work on “Sorry tee.
each.
gym
Thursday afternoon and will
I Bothered You,” a skit written
Bob Henderson, Owen Coombe
While enrolled at the university,
work steadily until the dance b e
by .Robert Gail, Billings, student Shults was a member of the fresh and Kay Kittendorf were next
gins. All forestry classes are dis
last year.
man football squad. He is a mem with six points, followed by Mari
missed the day of the ball.
“The committee welcomes the ber of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
an Young, Sidney Graff, CarloCoats will be checked at numer
chance to present student work, as
belle Button, Joyce Hoveland,
entertainment of this kind is al
Edna Helding, Willene Jones, Alpha Chi Joins Kappa, ous windows between lockers in
the
men’s locker room.
ways appreciated,” said Tidball.
Martha Wesin and Del Klaue with
Tri-Delt Vocalists
Twenty-One Dances
“This will make convocations even
five each.
As
Finalists
The program is composed of 21
more the product of the student
Four points went to Joan Kendances,
arrii'.&ed with eating tiasas
body.”
nard, Jack Carter, Agnes Flint
Alpha Chi Omega won final between the seventh and ninth
Anyone who likes to sing, act
and Jack Wright, and three to
or write scripts is invited to the
i Mary Rose Chappellu, Mary Jane elimination of the Intersorority dances, eleventh and thirteenth,
meeting, Ruth Christiani, director
] Hotvedt and Betty Jane Milbum. song contest during halftime of and fifteenth and eighteenth
of the project, says. No special
John Brown, John Lindberg, the Montana-Oregon basketball dances. Favors will be a scene of
talent is necessary. Quill club
Winston Edie and Virgil McNabb game last night. Other sororities a ranger station with a pack train
in the contest were Kappa Alpha nearby. Suspended from the fa
members are working on a script Two Hundred Passengers scored two points each.
vor will be a can opener for the
for the second presentation.
Longest list was the one-point Theta and Alpha Delta Pi.
Needed
to
Assure
K a p p a Alpha Theta quartet, women and a bottle opener for
Besides convocation entertain
ers, 10 of them, who were Mary
the men.
roller
skating
onto
the
floor,
was
ment, the group will provide plays
Sunday Trip
Elizabeth Sandford, Helen Peter
A favorite meeting place for
for campus club meetings and may
son, Mary Alice Crutcher, Don led in a novelty number by Phyl
present radio plays. The project
Missoula’s first ski special will Beck, Enger Lang, Lucille Davis, lis Smith, Great Falls. She was dancers will be the Rangers’
dressed
in
a
large
fur
coat
and
Dream.
Inaugurated in 1912, ac
has the full support of Masquers, steam from the Milwaukee station Gayle Draper, Effiellen Jeffries,
came out on the floor on a scooter. cording to Dean T. C. Spaulding,
who expect to uncover talent.
to the Blackfoot valley Sunday Jack Chisholm and Gerry Weber.
Members of the quartets that the Dream has been a ball tradi
“There seems to be a wealth of morning—lunchroom, heated pas
tion.
sang last night are:
material to work with, interested* senger coaches and a baggage car
NOTICE!
A l p h a Chi Omega — Helen
Before the end of each dance', a
and talented students, good scripts, for skis accompanying— if 200
Faulkner, Muriel Nelson, Mis huge ax will swing down from the
opportunity for production and the persons express a desire to make
Members of the football squad soula; Chloe Moore, Forsyth, and ceiling to announce the next
equipment we need,” said. Ruth the trip. Those who expect to go
are requested to have their pic Frances Price, Kalispell.
dance. Other novelty stunts and
Christiani. “It looks as if things are asked to call Walter Morris at
tures taken at 7:30 o'clock Wed
Alpha Delta Pi—Louise Hodson, features have not as yet been dis
ought to happen.”
the Playmor Sport shop.
nesday at Ace Woods’ studio. If Missoula; Louise Selkirk, Fishtail; closed.
“The project appears to be one
President Morris of the newly this time is undesirous another
Western Bar Planned
particularly needed on the camp formed Missoula Ski association. y/ill be set, according to Manager Elizabeth Scott, •Spokane, and Ei
leen McHugh, Malta.
The bar, typically Western, will
us,” said Grace Johnson, Student announced yesterday that he ex
Norman Stortz.
(Continued on Pure Four)
serve
“Babe’s milk” during the
Union manager, “for it. will pro pected more than 300 persons to
dance. Western entertainers will
vide short, easy skits for campus take advantage of the special
probably be present to play re
entertainments and will absorb the round-trip rate of $1.25. The train
quests.
many students who would like to probably will leave at 10:30 o’clock
Guests of honor will be: Gov
participate in dramatics but are for a site in the vicinity of Blanch
ernor and Mrs. Roy E. Ayers, Dr.
not now working in Masquer ac ard Flats, 40 miles from Missoula,
and
Mrs. H. H. Swain, Dr. and
tivities.”
and will leave there about 4:30
Authentic replicas of 25 Fif below scarlet and ermine.
Mrs. G. F. Simmons, Major and
The Quill club script is entitled o’clock. An hour of instruction
Virginia Cook, Saint Joan her Mrs. Evan W. Kelley, Mr. and Mrs.
“How to Lose Friends and Alien will be given at the site for be teenth century costumes, direct
from Eaves in New York, will self, was absent, and could not have Stephen Wyckoff, Mr. and Mrs.
ate People,” a parody on Dale ginners.
clank and swish among the Gothic worn all her costumes had she Rutledge Parker, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Carnegie’s “How to Win Friends
According to Dr. Edward M.
arches on the set for “Saint Joan,” been present. For each of the six C. Lubrecht, and Dean and Mrs.
and Influence People/’
Little, vice-president, more than
Dean Deloss Smith of the music 100 persons attended the first as Masquer winter quarter major scenes in which she appears, Joan T. C. Spaulding.
has a different costume. In Scene
Chaperons will include: Dean
school will cooperate in securing sociation meeting last Tuesday at production.
The costumes, 513 pounds of I she appears as a peasant maid and Mrs. J. E. Miller, Dean Mary
musicians.
the Chamber of Commerce, where
in
blue.
Scene
II
shows
her
in
a
Elrod
Ferguson, Dean A. L. Stone,
Officers Morris, Little and Secre them, arrived at the Student Union
military leather costume of green Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Severy, Pro
tary - Treasurer Stuart B r o w n last Saturday, insured for $2000
McGahan Will Conduct
and renting for $5 each. Silks, and brown with waist-high boots. fessor and Mrs. W. E. Schreiber,
were elected.
Hood’ s Radio Program
satins, plush, fur, leather and Then, in Scene III, she dresses in Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Waters, Pro
Select Site
metal
combine to produce the rich chain mail and armor with belt fessor and Mrs. M. S. Morris, Pro
The Milwaukee railroad permitand sword, ready for the battle fessor and Mrs. T. G. Swearingen.
Vernon McGahan, Valier, KGVO
ed Bud Vladimiroff, Chicago, and effects for which the Cornell pro
which begins a t the end of the Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Bloom and
announcer, will conduct Miss Mar
Bob Manchester, Syracuse, New duction of “Saint Joan” was noted.
Mr. end Mrs. C. Muhlick.
guerite Hood’s half-hour “School York, members of the Forest Serv- ^ obes and armor are guaranteed scene.
Joan prays in Scene V s cathe
All sorority and fraternity house
of the Air” at 2 o’clock Thursday
ice Ski club, to ride a freight Ito be exact duPlicates of those
dral dressed in blue and gray, mothers will be special guests.
over station KGVO.
train up the Blackfoot valley Tues- j
in the Broadway presentawearing an embroidered tabard.
McGahan will present a drama
day to investigate possible sites Itiontized sketch dealing with a trip for ski runs. Manchester reported I “We’re thinking of casting 50 For the trial scene she is all in ROSE CRISAFULU LEADS
black, tunic and tights. In her
through a radio station. The “three very excellent sites.”
FREE-THROW CONTEST
extra squires to dress the knights,”
final appearance she is clad in
sketch, which the announcer wrote
The association will meet at said director of dramatics Donal
armor, the most exfor grade school children, takes 7:30 o’clock Thursday in the Mis- Harrington. “Getting into costume complete gold____
.
., .
Rose Crlsafulli converted 7 of
up several phases of broadcasting, soula Chamber of Commerce to fakes about two hours per knight.” |
10 tries last week to lead contest
including technical problems. Ad discuss Sunday’s trip. A talk on
It used to take 45 minutes,” ' maU m
play’ K has 11 “ P ' ants in the women’s free-throw
arate
pieces,”
said
Harrington.
vice will be given to children who ski equipment will be given. A Jadded Bill Bartley, clanking about
contest taking place now in the
are interested in radio as a voca committee will be appointed to in- the makeup room in his scarlet “Very intricate.”
Gerald Evans, Bishop of Cauch- women's gymnasium.
tion.
vestigate possibility of regular robe and armor as Captain La
The contest that started Mon
on, was on time for the unpacking
trips into the Bitterroot and Mis- Hire, “but now I’ve practiced.”
of the costumes, as were Bill Bart- day, January 24, will continue
JOHNSON FILES FOR DEGREE sion mountains. Intermountain
Masquer players crowded the
through
February, Mrs. Carol
i
.
.
.
.
ley and Tom Campbell. Bartley
Carl H. Johnson, Kalispell, has Bus lines last week offered a rate | costume room, dragging plumed speculated on his probable late 1{ Wells Cooney, women’s physical
applied for a degree in business of one cent per mile to Moun-1 hats and flowing robes from boxes,
education
director, said yesterday.
he were to catch fire Inside his
administration to be granted at the taineers and ski organizations for parading up and down, oblivious
arinor while trying to light a cig- All women students are eligible
end of spring quarter.
to compete.
such trips.
j of ordinary trousers sticking out
(Continued on Page Four)

Will Speak
At Pledge Dinner

M qss

Convocations
W ill Feature
P la y s, S k its

Press Association
Elects D. Shults

T h ir ty -eig h t
Collect Points
From Comedy

Quartet Ends
Song Contest
Preliminaries

Special Train
For Ski Fans
Nears Reality

“St. Joan” Players Send
SOS for Can Openers
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LET’S NOT GO BACKWARD
That universities in this country may have
to restrict attendance within the next ten or
fifteen years has been deemed highly possible
by James Conant, president of Harvard uni
versity.
In his annual report to the Harvard Board
of Overseers, the noted educator said, “It
seems evident that we are in danger of reach
ing the condition already so acute on the
continent of Europe, where the problem of
unemployment in the learned profession de
mands attention. It seems to me highly prob
able that a diminution in the total number of
students in the universities of tHis country is
desirable.”
Education in some European countries to
day is truly in a pathetic state, Students con
verge in large numbers upon educational cen
ters for the benefits of higher education.
However, after they receive degrees, they re
main in the cities and look for jobs, refusing
to return to the country and small rural towns
from which they came. The result has been
that learned professions have become over
crowded while famiing and trades demand
ing lower forms of labor have suffered im
mensely.
Naturally, the situation confronting Euro
pean education must not develop in the United
States if it possibly can be averted, but re
striction of university enrollment should be
among the last preventatives used to remedy
the problem. To limit the number of students
who may attend university would certainly
be a step backward.
Higher education gives to a person a cer
tain culture and knowledge which proves
valuable to him throughout life. That culture
and knowledge tends to reduce crime and to
make better citizens is among other virtues. If
the number of students who receive higher
education can be increased without overload
ing certain professions, more co-operation and
better communities will be the result in fu
ture years.
One possible solution to meet the problem
of too many people in the learned professions
might be to raise standards for a degree in
those professions so that only a limited num
ber could enter the various fields. The re
maining students could be given a general
university degree which in- years to come
would probably be necessary to get any kind
of a position—even as a farm hand.
DO NOT WAIT FOR RESULTS
Is the university a good place for alumni
children? This question is the subject of
much discussion, even heated argument,
among University of Chicago alumni. There
are those who would oust President Robert
M. Hutchins for so-called “experimenting”
with his university. The situation may in
small measure be gauged by the words of two
of the alumni:
T. S. Miller, '09, says, “I have another son
coming along and many nephews and nieces.
They should logically go to the University of
Chicago. But until the mists are cleared I
shall make no effort to induce them to do so;
in fact I may attempt to divert them else
where if it still appears that the University
of Chicago is going haywire in its search
for pure reason, if it over-stresses meta
physics, or if those kids would have to associ
ate on the campus with the nubbins which
will be the inevitable result of cross-pollinization with high schools.”
Charles Tyroler II, ’35, takes this view:
"Aristotle, Plato and Aquinas are great-phil
osophers. Their works have stood the test of
time. The process of thinking is never out•moded. Great minds, great thoughts___This
is the heritage of our civilization. It is neces
sary to understand the past in order to deal
with the present and comprehend the future.
Now as never before, man needs reason, the
ability to think. Our educational institutions,
sit back undisturbed by a society rushing mad
ly to uncomprehended chaos. Chicago alone
has taken steps. In many intelligent circles,
Chicago is looked on as the bright hope of
American education and thus the hope of
.America itself. Democracy rots through
ignorance. The first essential of a lasting
democracy is a virile, conscious, thinking pub
lic opinion to direct it; only through thought
can it become thinking.”
Here is not merely an intra-institutional

Tuesday, February 1,193.8

squabble. It is the thermometer of a storm
which some would call an inevitable educa
tional crisis. To those who seem farthest
ahead, this struggle assumes magnanimous
General Intelligence Test
proportions. Montana, with its ChicagoA n ; student who is not too ex
Joyce Roberts of Deer L odges
SOCIAL CALENDAR
planned omnibus courses, would do well to
hausted as a result of trying to Adele Cohe of Billings and Frances
witness, investigate, and even participate in imagine what a ling is or w h ; a Price of Kalispell spent the week
Friday, February 4
this conflict which may affect the whole edu well-rounded mind should include end in Kalispell.
Foresters’ Ball_____ _Men’s Gym
Saturday, February 5
in its knowledge the definition of Adele Cohe was a Sunday din
cational system.

Society

EXHUMED

SACO STRIKERS
Saco high school students are again attend
ing school. A week’s strike, begun in protest
over the ousting of Harry M. Ross, school su
perintendent, terminated when Ross asked the
student council to return to classes pending
further action by the school board. '
M. P. Moe, executive secretary of the Mon
tana Education association, demanded an in
vestigation by state and national leaders.
Though the contract matter has not been set
tled, pupils said they would resume their
strike if Ross is not hired for next year.
Moe said that “prejudice, bias and petty
politics,” were the reasons for action by the,
school board in refusing to renew Ross’ con
tract. That the superintendent is well quali
fied as an instructor, has taught school for 16
years, and is acting president of the Montana
Education association, seems to have no place
in the school board’s opinion, particularly
when it offered no direct cause for its actions
other than it had “good reasons.”
Credit is due the students for bringing the
case before the public eye, and for it is event
ually entering the scope of the state education
association. They are also to be credited with
orderly conduct during the walk-out and the
attempt they made in understanding the situa
tion to bring about a temporary settlement.
HOW MUCH EDUCATION
“College education in the United States is
still restricted to a fraction of the nation’s
young people. It falls short of providing even
that fraction with the understanding which
produces the moral and intellectual excel
lence which, in turn, is the mark of a free
man and a free people. A nation which cher
ishes the freedom of its citizens will try to
give them the kind of education that leads to
understanding.”
Does this statement sound like the all too
familiar rantings of a professional agitator?
If it does, Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, president of
the University of Chicago, falls into that cate
gory. For the paragraph quoted above is the
concluding analysis of the third in a series of
four articles currently appearing in the
stanchly conservative Satevepost entitled
“Why Go to College?”
During the past few weeks Dr. Hutchins
has been conducting a virulent campaign
against the so-called institutions of higher
learning in the United States. His findings,
it might* be stated now, apply equally w ell to
the universities of Canada.
The sum and total of this noted educator’s
remarks are that very few students are able
to afford a' college education, that more often
than not the wrong sort of “student” does at
tend the university, and, finally, that those
who do enter the inner sanctums of learning
do not receive an education but a course on
the social graces.
There is too much that is true in Dr. Hutch
ins’ denunciation to be ignored, that is, ig
nored successfully. He carries behind him the
weight of the largest university in the United
States as well as many years as teacher and
educator.
. One of the many reasons that Dr. Hutchins
points to as a cause of the low calibre of stu
dents attending the university is that those
whom a real education would benefit are de
prived of this great boon through lack of
funds. This, he suggests, is due to a large
part to the failure of government to recognize
the need of developing the mental and moral
stature of youth. Much the same thing was
implied by the resolution adopted at the Na
tional Student Conference at Winnipeg by a
unanimous vote. The resolution asks that
the “Dominion Government should investi
gate the desirability of a system of national
scholarships to be made available to outstand
ing students who are financially unable to
continue their education.” It is fitting that
such a resolution, which we believe has been
forwarded to Ottawa, should come from a
student body representative of every univer
sity in Canada. It is to be earnestly hoped
that the Dominion Government see the neces
sity of making some provision on its annual
budget for necessary scholarships, the present
number of which are lamentably inadequate.
For, as Dr. Hutchins points out, true goodness
lies only in knowledge. If we are to have
good citizens w e must first have educated
ones.—McGill Daily.
If a man should unfortunately have any
vices, he ought at least to be content with his
own, and not adopt other people’s. — Lord
Chesterfield.

a berceuse, may have his general
intelligence tested by either of the
following three examinations:
Number 1 is intended especially
for the student who found most of
his answers to the test in last
week’s Kaimin crucified for the
enjoyment of the student body.
Our guarantee that anyone who
passes it has a keen and active
mind ought 16 turn the worst in
feriority complex into a positively
obnoxious self-confidence.
Number 2 will make you feel
pretty good if you 'pass it, and if
you don’t ought to convince you
that these tests are no fair esti
mate of a person’s intelligence
anyway.
Number 3 includes the type of
question that nobody but special
ists in various fields can answer.
Test-writers put these questions
in just to be mean.
ONE
1. What is the last word in this
line? “Hickory, dickory
2. In which of these sentences
is the word “helmet’’ properly
used? (a) The helmet Socialism!
(b) “Man the helmet,” cried the
captain, (c) In days of old when
knights were bold the helmet
helped keep out the cold.
,
3. Is Landon or Roosevelt presi
dent of the United States?
4. How many toes are there on
the normal human foot?
5. Who said “This is a war to
end war, to make the world safe
for Democracy”? Was he right?
TWO
1. What is a schism?
2. Is General Chiang Kai-Shek
a Nationalist or a Communist?
3. Trichinosis is caused by: A
worm, a germ, imagination, tight
shoes, improperly cured pork, Re
publican sabotage.
4. In w hat best-seller do we find
the characters Carlos Cibo, Vin
cent Nolle, Napoleon Bonaparte
and Faith Paleolagus?
5. The Mesabl region is noted
for the production or: Livestock,
artificial eyebrows, iron ore, wa
termelons.
THREE
1. Who was Charles Lutwldge
Dodgson?
2. If you had a pet koala would
you feed it: Cold tea, eucalyptus
leaves, fresh bamboo shoots, pea
nuts and whipped cream, blubber?
3. Suppose yon wanted to put
on a shin-guard of medieval vin
tage. Would you select a fennec,
hlmation, masaba, jambeau, span
drel, torli?
4. What is the difference be
tween hyperkinesis and hypokine
sia?
5. What have the following in
common? Tamassees, Abenakis,
Cayugas, Andastes, Acagchemens,
Kamtchatkans and Olamentkes.
Answers at the bottom of the
column. No peeking!
UNITED WE STAND
A swimmer drowning in the sea
Was sinking for the count of three
And would have fed the fish, no
doubt,
Had not the lifeguard hauled him
out.
'As soon as he had brought him to
The lifeguard asked the man, “Are
you
A union man?” “Why, no," he said
The lifeguard sighed’ and shook
his head.
"We rescue only union men;
I’ll have to throw you back again.”
A cop drew out his gun to shoot
A burglar staggering with loot.
“One moment, sir,” the burglar
cried
In tones that could not be denied,
And while the copper stood on
guard
He handed him a little card.
“Affiliated, sir, you see,
With Local Seven Ninety-three
United Burglars of Today.”
The copper bowed and walked
away.
A moral man (well, good enough)
And nice to cats was Joe McDuff.
Until about a week ago
No man was better liked than Joe.
But somehow poor old Joe forgot

ner guest of Alpha Chi.

Alpha Phi Initiates
Hocking, Gloudeman,
Wickwarc and W ebber
Alpha Phi held formal initiation
Sunday evening for Geraldine
Hocking, Glasgow; Nina Webber,
Berkeley, California; Catherine
Wickware, Valier, and Mary Kay
Gloudemah, Billings. The new ini
tiates were Sunday dinner guests
of Alpha Phi.

510 South Higgins

A UNION SHOP

FRATERNITY INITIATES FIVE

K appa D elta Gives
Reception Sunday

Kappa Delta gave a reception
Sunday afternoon in honor of Mrs.
Louise Leland, housemother. Fac
ulty, townspeople and students
were guests.
Miss Charlotte Russel was a
Sunday dinner guest of Sigma
Kappa.
Dorothy Campbell r spent the
week-end in Butte.
Colleen Shaw spent the week
end visiting in Helena.
, Mary Jane Browne visited in
Alpha Tau Omega
Butte over the week-end.
Pledges Joe Turtle
,Mary Alice Crutcher of Kellogg,
Alpha Tau Omega announces Idaho, and Sarah Frey of Anacon
the pledging of Joe Turtle of Ana da went to Anaconda over the
week-end.
conda.
Dick Armeling, Thompson Falls,
and Rex Reed, Pablo, were Sun
day dinner guests of Sigma Nu.
Don Bartsch of Brady went
home for the week-end.
Phi Sigma Kappa announces the
pledging of Orville Robins of Mobridge, South Dakota.
Pledges of Phi Sigma Kappa en
tertained the actives at a smoker
Thursday night.
Kennetly Thompson of Missoula
was a Sunday dinner guest of
Theta Chi.
Leonard Vance of Butte was a
guest Friday night of Theta Chi.
Margaret Murray spent the
week-end in Butte.

Thetas Give Banquet
For Founders’ Day
Kappa Alpha Theta ’actives,
pledges and alumnae entertained
at a Founders’ day banquet Thurs
day evening at the Montmartre
cafe.
Mrs. Hildegard Weisberg Turner
of Sidney and Olive McLeod and
Doris Rankin of Missoula were
Thursday dinner guests of Delta
Gamma.
Jesse Wild of Missoula was a
The union rule that he was not
To listen to his radio
Without a man to make it go.
He also took from off the shelf
The clock, and wound it up him
self!
And now, despite his children’s
tears
He’s gone to jail for 20 years.
Answers
’ONE—Still being worked out by
research assistants.
TWO—1. A split, generally in a
religious group. 2. Nationalist. 3.
Worm. 4. “Anthony Adverse.” 5.
Iron ore.
THREE—1. Lewis Carrol, au
thor or “Alice in Wonderland.” 2.
Eucalyptus leaves (it’s the panda
that lives on fresh bamboo shoots).
3. Jambeau. 4. Hyper is abnorm
ally increased muscular movement,
hypo is abnormally increased tor
por. 5. They’re all American In
dian tribes.

Alpha Kappa Psi, national comntercial fraternity, had formal
initiation for Milton Garrison,
Glasgow; John Graves, Roundup;
Byron Lee, Wolf Point; Stanley
Lada, Circle, and Henry Rosholt,
Dutton.

Jiggs Dahlberg, Lefty Hoagland
and C. C. Smith of Missoula were
Sunday dinner guests of Sigma
Chj.
North hall residents who spent
the week-end out of town were
Marjorie Hogg, Poison; Catherine
McLaughlin, Dixon; June Os-

MONTANA TEACHERS

LEO CARRILLO
ANN DVORAK
— In—

“MANHATTAN
MERRY GO ROUND”
— Also —
OLIVIA DeHAVILAND
BRIAN AHERN
— In —

“The Great Garrick”

RIALTO

A t Moderate Prices

Keene Fountain Lunch
HIT NO. 2 —

Across from High School

“Born to the West”’
— With —
JOHN WAYNE

C O M M U N IT Y
Wednesday - Thursday!

PAUL MUNI

LIBERTY
“New Faces of 1037”

MIRIAM HOPKINS

With HARRIET HILLIARD
— Also—
1
ANN DVORAK in

“ TheWomanlLove”

“ Midnight Court”

VICTOR MOORE
HELEN BRODERICK

PATRICIA ELLIS
JAMES MELTON

TH U R .-FR I.

“ Meet the Missus”
Two Excellent Features

“Melody for Two”
— And —

“Without Orders”
ROBT. ARMSTRONG

STARTED YESTERDAY!

Enroll Immediately for 1938
23 Years Superior Placement
Service. Member N.A.T.A.

SALE

Huff Teachers Agency
Just Off the Campus
University Avenue and Helen

1260

WED. TO FRI.

TUES. - WED.

Kappa Kappa Gamma held for
mal initiation Saturday night for
Alberta Annon, Clarksburg, West
Virginia; Sarah Jane Barclay,
Helena; Lucie Clapp, Missoula;
Virginia Rimel, Missoula; Flor
ence Walker, San Marino, Cali
fornia, and Gordon Eckford, Choteau.

Keep year radio dial set on

WILMA

WED. TO SAT.

February 2-3

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Has Form al Initiation

Genevieve Lill of the university
health service will discuss "Child
Welfare Through Public Health
Nursing” at a meeting of the So
cial Work c l u b at 7:30 o’clock
Wednesday night.

Wholesome Meals

.

Your friendly Colombia station

Of Furniture, Household Goods, Dishes,
Silverware, Curtains and Drapes, Radios,
Novelty Goods of all kinds.
Ma n y it e m s 20 p e r c e n t o f f
Something Saved on Everything

Campus Clothes
Styled to the M inute'

iic i/ s
Phone 2179

PEN N EY’S
MANY THANKS,
UNCLE ROB. I'M
vllSHTy GLAD ID
HAVE PRINCE ALBERT
TO SMOKE IN THIS
NEW PIPE

YES. AND DID YOU KNOW THAT
T h i s h e a t h e r is c a l l e d bruyere
FROM WHICH WE GET OUR WORD
BRIAR. "THE ROOT IS ACTUALLY
BOILED TO AID ITS SEASONING.
"THEN ITS SORTED.DRIED, SHAPED,
AND POLISHED TO G E T "THE
^ MARVELOUS FINISH YOU SEE HERE

is n 't nr a b e a u t y ? a n d j u s t
THINK — IT CAME FROM THE
ROOTS O F A HEATHER THAT ,
, WAS NEARLY 4 0

Y E S AN D Y E T A P IP E IS ONLY
A S GOOD A S TH E TO BA CCO
THAT’S PU T IN IT . TAKE PRIN CE
A LB E R T - IT S NO-BITE PROCESS
A SSU R ES EXTRA M ILD N ESS
AND L E T S YOU TA STE TH E
RICH FLAVOR O F C H O IC E
TO BA CC O . AN D IT S CRIM P
CU T FOR CO O LER SMOKING

AUNT BELINDA
likes to Walk around to
gossip. She wears

Invisible Soles
++

WE DELIVER

Youngren Shoe
Shop

SEE THE

TYPEWRITER SUPPLY
BEFORE YOU BUY

Cowardice is the source of half the petty
faults that go gradually to weaken character.

Friday dinner guest of Delta
Gamma.

Alumnae of Alpha XI Delta held
their meeting at the house Satur
day night.
Leclerc Page spent the week
end in Butte.
Marie Trekell, Great,Falls; Lois
Blewitt, Butte, and Jean Robisschon, Kalispell, were Sunday din
ner guests of Sigma Alpha Ep
silon.

•

OK Barber Shop

Sigma Alpha Epsilon Dinner
Dance____________ Gold Room
Delta Gamma Fireside______
________________ Silver Room
Phi Delta Theta Pledge D ance_
. . ....... i_________ Country Club

LILL WILL SPEAK
Bozeman; Becky Brandborg, Ham
ilton; June McLeod, Arlee; Laura
Mattson, Corvallis; Jesse Walker,
Poison; Helen Lewis, Drummond;
Kathleen Tuott, Anaconda; Mar
tha Halverson, Lonepine; Winnie
Gordon, Boulder; Jane Bernard,
Anaconda, and Wanda Williams,
Boulder.
Butte week-end guests from
Corbin hall were Patricia Geagan,
Rowena Minton, Evelyn Steele,
Dawn Farrar, -Pat Driscoll, Mar
garet Carlson and Helen Wells.
Helen White, Professor and Mrs.
A. S. Merrill and Vivian Cornish
were Sunday dinner guests of Cor
bin hall.

314 N. Higgins

“CHUCK” GAUGHAN

F ringe A lbert

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-os. tin of Priaeo Albert

TKfE M O N T A N A

Tuesday, February 1 ,1 9 $
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Smooth Grizzlies Detour Wild, Title-Bound Webfeet
Northern Division Champs?

Inspired Basketeers

Whadja Say, John?

Stage Surprise Win
Montana State Bobcats were roughly ousted from the
Mountain basketball league last year. As a result,
Over Groggy Ducks Rocky
they were forced to join a second-rate loop with Western
By JOHN CAMPBELL

Healy, MBC Center, Tops
Scorers, But Cubs
Win 54-35

State, Greeley State, Colorado Mines and Colorado College.
In four or five league games this season, the Cats have run
Highly-Favored Oregon Quint Goes Down To Defeat
up staggering scores against mediocre opposition. Sport
Before Dahlberg’s Accurate-Shooting, Closescribes back east wrote that the “Grizzlies” were basking in
Guarding Montana Team
reflected glory and were picked to win the conference crown.
Playing inspired basketball, a fighting pack of Montana
Grizzlies last night upset the highly-favored Oregon univer
sity quint 58 to 52. Despite heavy odds against them, the Griz
zly underdogs outplayed their foes in every department of the
game to repell the invasion of the$-------- ------------------------------------conference leaders.
COACHES COMMENT
Montana broke their six-game
losing streak with a smashing tri
Hobby Hobson
umph and evacuated the confer
"We played the yrorst game of
ence cellar, now occupied by Ore the season. Oar shooting and pass
gon State. The teams meet again ing w ere decidedly off form. Mon
tonight in the windup of four tana Grizzlies played a fine brand
of ball. They shot'w ell and their
scheduled games.
Deadly accuracy at the charity backboard play was outstanding.”
line and superb backboard play
Jiggs Dahiberg
were two big reasons why Mon
“My boys played their best
tana won. Playing in the first game of the year. Fighting hard,
half was nip and tuck as the lead hustling all the way, each man
changed hands several times. In played first-class bail. Oregon did
termission score stood 28 to 26 for not shoot as w ell as they did in
Montana. In the second half, the series at Eugene.”
Montana gradually pulled away,
penetrating the Webfoot defense
CONFERENCE STANDINGS
with accurate passes for easy set
Team—
ups.
W. L. Pet.
Lazetich High
Oregon
' 6 3 .667
Washington __ 6 4 .600
Every Grizzly played splendid
WSC ______ __ 6 4 .600
ball, Jim Seyler and Bill Lazetich
I d a h o ____ ___ 5
5 .500
being outstanding. Ryan, ChumMontana ,
3 6 .333
rau, Miller, Mariana showed well.
OSC
3 7 .300
Lazetich with 17 points was highscorer. Dribbling of Bobby Anet,
Results Last Week
shooting of Sarpola, who split the
WSC 41, OSC 39 (overtime).
nets for 13 points, sparkled for the
WSC 26, OSC 25.
Webfooters.
OSC 24, Idaho 49.
Last night’s game rivaled the
OSC 26, Idaho 29.
OSC series in fouls. Officials
Washington 40, Oregon 37.
tooted incessently, their close de
Washington 31, Oregon 51.
cisions being greeted by much
booing. Coach Hobson tried to
Johansen, g
1
2
2
halt the swift pace set by the
Dick, f __________ 1
1
1
Grizzlies in the second half, keep
1
1
Sarpolas, f ___ ____ 6
ing substitutes streaming from the
_ 1
0
2
bench.
Pavalunas, g
1
0
1
Montana (58)
FG FT FF
Jewell, f
0
0
0
4
Lazetich, f __
9
4
4
Ryan, f
2
1
Totals ______— 2a 12 20
2
Seyler, c ____ ___ __ 5
5
Score at half: Montana 28; OreMiller, c
1
3
. . 3
gon 26.
0
2
Mariana, g __
0
Officials: A. Buckley, Spokane,
2
Chumrau, g _ _____ 3
3
and H. Elliott, Missoula.
. 1
1
Shields, f ___
0
Thomson, f
1‘ 0
0
Merrick, g __ _____ 0
0
0
Robinson, c _ 0
0
0

SAEs Capture
19
Interfraternity
PF
4
4 Bowling L ead

Totals
19 20
Oregon (52)
FG FT
1
Gale, f .
5
.......... 1
2
Silver, f
0
W intemute, c _____ 4
1
Anet, g __i________ : 4
■ ■ T H E STORE FOR MEN

A new conference scoring mark was hung up by Montana
and Oregon last fortnight at Eugene. Together the two
teams scored a total of 112 points. Washington and the Griz
zlies didn’t do so bad, either, making 111 points in their 59-52
go here in Missoula. Washington and Oregon had a “crooshal” series last week at Seattle. After being nosed out the
first night by three points, Gale, W intem ute, Anet and Co.,
came back to rout the Huskies, 51-31, and hold on to the Nor
thern division lead.
Last night’s game marked the first time in almost a decade
that Oregon cagers have played in Missoula. The last time
Montana defeated Oregon at home was back in ’29. Eddie
Chinske, one of the best in Grizzly sport annals, scored a
last-minute goal to beat the Webfeet, 28-27.
University Store tossers, State League baseball pennant
winners last year, may meet the University of California
here next May if financial agreements can he made. Califor
nia’s baseball squad is planning a barnstorming jaunt im
mediately after school ends.

Southern California’s basketball team is called “The Uni
versity of Indiana at Los Angeles.” Troy’s first string and
four substitutes hail from the Hoosier sta te.. . . Even though
Joe Gray graduates, the proverbial Gray Ghost of Oregon
State w ill gallop over gridirons again. Gene Gray is ready
to fill the empty shoes left at OSC by Bullet J o e .. . .’M club
elims start in about two weeks with the Big Show slated
for February 21.

Eyes Conference Title

1
4

m

Your Valentine
Will Appreciate

A PHOTOGRAPH

M club members will decide the
price of tickets and when to start
the sales drive for the M Club
tournament at the meeting, 7:30
o’clock tonight in the M Club
meeting room. Members will also
discuss the proposals offered for
added attractions at the annual
tourney, February 21.

This Week’s Schedule
Wednesday, 7:30 o’clock, Sigma
Chi vs. ATO; 8:30 o’clock, SAE vs.
Mavericks.
Thursday, 7:30 o’clock, Phi Delts
vs. Sigma Nu; 8:30 o’clock, Sig
Eps vs. Theta Chf.
SOUTH HALL BASKETBALL'
LEAGUE SCORES

1st Floor, 27, 2nd East 26.
Bull Pen 21, 3rd East 15.
2nd West 30, 3rd West 17.
Smith, rf ,
_ 4 1 3 9
Healy, c ______ _ 7 3 4 17
Forssen, r g ____ .* 3 1 ‘ 1 7
Bond, lg
0 1 0 1
Kerin, rf
0 0 0 0
Referee—Joe Mariana.
Patronize Kalinin Advertisers

I t ’s Better D ry Cleaning
Dial 2161

Florence Laundry Co.

I D R A G S T E D T 'S
. “Everything >l«*» WYur"
O PPO SltL N. P. DEPOT

CONVENIENT TERMS

Lister Typewriter Service
No. 21 Hammond Arcade

Phone 2457

HE SEllS TOBACCO
TO THEM A i

The Home of Fine Furniture

But Branch Bobbitt,
like so many other
independent experts,
prefers Luckies...

JENSEN
FURNITURE
135 West Main

The
First National Bank
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

"A T AUCTIONS in my warehouse
in Farmville, N orth Carolina,”
says Mr. Branch Bobbitt, "Lucky
Strike buyers know what tobacco
they want and they’ll keep bidding
right up until they get it.

A

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Radio Repairing
Tubes Tested Free

NORTHWEST RADIO
128 E. Bdway.

"W ell—in a cigarette—it’s the
tobacco that counts. I know tobacco
and I know w hat .tobacco is in
what cigarettes. So that’s one reason
I’ve smoked Luckies for over five
years now.”

Borg Jewelry and
Optical Co.

Phone 3733

Dr. E. L. Williams

It’s mean to have to change

Chiropractor
Foot Ailments
Masonic Temple — Phone 3735

tires in the cold winter.
Buy a new set of

0 . J. Mueller Co.

HOWARD (HOBBY) HOBSON, above. Is coach of the rangy
University of Oregon basketball team, a favorite In the present
northern division conference race. Hobson, a former Webfoot
athletic star himself, is in his third year of coaching at Eugene.

HOW THEY BOWL

■

George Janke

Frank Spon, Prop.

IT FAYS TO LOOK WELL

TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Corner Higgins and Broadway

Many other experts agree with
Mr. Bobbitt. Sworn records show
that, among independent tobacco
experts, Luckies have twice as many
exclusive smokers as have all the
other cigarettes combined.

Dr. W. H. Pardis

GOODYEAR’S.

Sander Johnson

Pet
.750
.750
.750
.750
.750
.500
.250
.000
.000

ATHLETES MEET TONIGHT

Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted

TIRES

L.
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
4

Sold— Rented — Repaired

(Continued on Page Four)

McKAY A RT C O .

Team—
W.
Sigma C h i____ 3
Phi Sigs _____t; 3
Phi Delta
3
SAE _________ 3
Sigma N u ____ 3
Mavericks
2
Theta C h i ____ 1
Sig Eps
0
ATO ________ 0

TYPEWRITERS
THESE FIVE VETERANS form the starting: lineup for the Uni
versity of Oregon’s speedy basketball team, a favorite in the pres
ent northern division conference race. They are, top to bottom,
Boh Anet, Wally Johansen, Laddie Gale, Dave Silver and an™.
Winlermnte.
'
,

Of Von on February 14th

Come in and see our Valen
tine Specials—also our attrac
tive display of Valentine Greet
ings and Gifts.

INTERFRATERNITY
BASKETBALL

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

Hartwig and Seymojir Are
High Point Men
'Saturday
Sigma Alpha^ Epsilon took the
lead in the Interfratem ity bowling
league by copping two out of three
games from Alpha Tau Omega in
Saturday’s bowling at the Idle
Hour alleys. Sigma Chi won two
out of three games from Phi Delta
Theta to drop the Phi Delts into
a two-way tie for second place
with the Sigs.
Tom Hartwig, SAE, smashed 230

I GEO. T . HOWARD I

Cubs drubbed the Modem Busi
ness college five 54-35 in a one
sided game on the moisture-cov
ered home floor Friday night. Rain
from the faulty gym roof made
fast breaking and dribbling play
almost impossible.
The yearling squad led the game
all the way, with starting men
playing only during the first half
and the closing minutes. The frosh
led 29 to 18 at half-time.
George Croonenberghs and Biff
Hall sparked for the freshman
attack with 14 and 12 points each.
Rae Greene, ball-hawking for
ward, and Don Allen played ef
fectively.
Bob Healy, MBC sharpshooter,
garnered high-polnt honors with
seven field goals and three gift
tosses. Smith and Forssen followed
for MBC scoring laurels.
Ken Kizer, Jack Dowling, Chuck
Rogers and James Rooley led the
yearling alternates play.
Lineup and summary:
Freshmen (54) FG FT PFPts.
Greene, I f ______ 4 1 4 9
Croonenberghs, rf. 7 0 0 14
Hall, c -________ 6 0 3 12
Roberts, l g .......
0 0 0 0
0 0 4
Miller, c _______ 1 0 0 2
Kizer, l g _______ 2 0 0 4
Dowling, I f _____ 1 1 1 3
Rogers, rf
1 0 2 2
Bottomley, If .
0 0 0 0
Rooley, r g ______ 2 0 0 4
Galles, rf .
0 0 0 0
MBC (35)
FG FT PFPts.
Shaw, I f _______ 0 1 I
1

Provoked Bobcats claimed they got it in the neck so came
out with this print, to (the) wit-less: “How can a black surface
reflect any glory? And when it comes to basketball the Griz
zlies are truly a black surface.” For those irksome state
ments, Mr. Bad Bobcat, w e’ll say that Montana U and the
Harlem Globe Trotters ought to get together. At least Mon
tana doesn’t have a lily-white schedule.

The Golden Bears, who won the California Intercollegiate
baseball conference title last spring, are traveling to Chicago
via Seattle, Missoula, Butte and St. Paul. If the Golden Bears
want too much gold in the form of a guarantee, the deal is
off. Can’t see how this proposition would f lo p .. . . A Cali
fornia team playing any major sport in Missoula would draw
a good gate.
CLOSEUPS AND LONGSHOTS
Phi Sig wrecking crew spoiled the erstwhile perfect records
o f Sigma Nu and Sigma C h i.. . . Hec Edmundson says Idaho
had the best defensive team that he's encountered this year.
Those Vandals are going to be very tough to beat on their
home floor this weekend. . . . Idaho settled in fourth place
with two triumphs over Oregon S ta te.. , .

Frosh Wallop
Business Club
In First Start

LEAGUE NO. 1
Team—
W. L.
SAE _....
.... 9 3
8 4
Phi D e lts_______ _ 8 4
Sigma N u ______ _ 7 5
Sig Eps ________ _ 2 10
ATO ................. __ 2 10

Dr. A. G. Whaley
Pet.
. .750
.666
.666
.563
.200
.200

LEAGUE NO.
Phi Delt No. 2
_
SAE No. 2 _
Phi S ig s________ _
Sigma Nu No. 2 „

7
7
4
0

Foresters’
Friday

.777
.777
.444
.000

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

s i«
Dr. Florence Spon
Chiropractor

Palmer System — Phone 3562
Neurocalometer Service

CASA LOMA
Opposite Airport

2
2
5
9

Chiropractor
Equipped with X-ray and
Neurocalometer
HAMMOND ARCADE

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
Ravioli and Fried Chicken
Dinners

H A VI YOU H U R D "THE CHANT OF THE
TOBACCO AUCTIONEER" O N THE RADIO T

Dr. A. E. Ostroot

When you do, romombor that Luckios use the

Optometrist

finest tobacco. And also that the "Toasting"

Comfortable and Efficient
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.

gjl tobacco. So Luckies are kind to your throat.

Process removes certain harsh irritants found in

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO
BEST-ITS LUCKIES 2 T01

THE
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Six Audiences
Thomas Sends Production Prop List Grows
“From Chimes to Chains' 1 Hear Account
R ad io Scripts
Research went into the prop list
Everything from the sound of
Of Expedition
to a medieval inkwell goes when it came to looking up the
For A rch iv es chimes
family
crest of Charles of Valois,
onto the properties list for “Saint
Joan" according to Properties
Chairman Peg Hayes.
Work on the prop list combines
skills in designing, painting, car
pentering, research and borrowing.
The illuminated book of hours, 24
Copies of Dr. B. E. Thomas' by 18 inches, a precious posses
Monday evening radio “Talks on sion to any fifteenth century fam
Panamerlca” have gone to join ily, will be designed and executed
other material on the binding of entirely by Masquer artists. Don
the new-world countries closer Ina Faye Spurling, now engaged in
together in the archives of the making a tree for the riverbank
Pan American Union in Washing scene, designed the complicated
borders of the pages for the book.
ton, D. C.
Thomas says he wrote last De She will also work on the illus
cember to the Department of the trated volume of Boccacio which
Interior for source material on his the king reads as he lies in bed in
talks, and from there transferred the last scene.
Religious equipment makes its
his inquiry to the Union which has
been fostering a system of weekly own long list. First tKere is the
broadcasts such as “Brave New tour-foot crucifix before which
Joan prays in the cathedral scene.
World” jn Spanish.
Counselor William Manger of Masquer carpenters will make the
the Union sent Thomas the neces cross and Agnes Flint will model
sary material and in a letter dated the figure of Christ. Then Joan
January 31 added, "If copies of must have a litany desk, also for
your broadcast should be available prayers. This the Masquers bor
we should greatly appreciate re rowed from- a local church and
repainted. Besides these there are
ceiving them for our files.”
Thomas says he has sent copies the chain to go around the bish
of his first three talks to Wash op’s neck, a bishop’s ring, a cruci
ington and that last night’s sketch fix' for the bishop to carry and a
of the struggles of four United medieval picture of the Virgin.
States Secretaries of State for Pan
American unity will soon be on its
way.
Thomas considers that prospects
for peace in South America are
bright. “Ever since the Buenos
Aires Peace conference last year
(Continued from fane Three)
the South American republics pins in the second for high single
have been trying to keep peace. honors and totaled 600 in three
When any trouble occurs, all 20 games for the three-game high.
members of the Pan American Chink Seymour, Phi Delt, was
Union are informed and all make close behind with 599. Sig Alph
suggestions for arbitration and bowlers took high day honors for
consideration. AH have an equal a total of 2520 pins. Sig maple
voice.”
men got high single game team
As to the recent establishment honors with 922 pins in the third.
of a dictatorship in Brazil, Thomas
Sig Alph keglers established a
says, “I think it was done to fore new Interfratemity three-game
stall fascism in Brazil, not estab total with 2783 pins on January
lish it.”
22. The Faculty team of 1934 held
In Mexico, according to the the previous record with 2776 pins.
Spanish professor, the strong hand Ted Kessler, Dr. J. W. Severy,
of President Cardenas will prevent Professor J. H. Ramskill, Dr. John
any fascist tendencies from taking Suchy and Dr. B. E. Thomas were
root in the government which re on the faculty team.
cently “cleaned out that pest-hole
Sigma Nu took three straight
at Tia Juana." Despite Repre from Sigma Phi Epsilon to draw
sentative ^Terry J. O’ConneU’s closer to the top teams.
statement that a Mexican general
SAE No. 2 captured three
is gathering his nazi-supported straight games from Phi Sigma
forces for a fascist coup, Thomas Kappa in League No. 2 to head the
thinks there is little possibility of league with Phi Delt No. 2. Sigma
a change in the Mexican govern Nu No. 2 again defaulted, this time
ment soon.
to Phi Delt No. 2.
LEAGUE NO. 1
Sigma Chi-- 1st 2nd 3rd T U
McClain _ _ 104 140 164 408
165 194 191 550
Holt
Stortz ___
178 173 172 523
Anderegg ___ 139 172 202 513
Murphy . .. 133 156 193 482

Spanish Professor Replies
To Special Request
For Material

Dauphin of France. “We had the
whole library in a dither," said
Miss Hayes, describing the amount
of work necessary to unearth the
fact that Charles wore a bend sin
ister on his escutcheon as a sign
of his illegitimacy. This coat of
arms must be on everything of the
royal weakling's, even his bed.
More searching was necessary to
find pictures of the Joan statues
in Westminster Abbey and the Ca
thedral of Rheims. These will be
projected on the back of the stage
during the last scene as Joan sees
visions of her future sainthood.
Other equipment includes chains
for Joan’s hands in the trial scene,
black hangings for all the furni
ture used during the trial, a chest
(“It just has to be strong enough
for someone to stand on,” says
Miss Hayes), a blue baton covered
with white fleur-de-lis for Mar
shall Dunois, Bastard of Orleans,
a halberd for a common soldier,
and, in Miss Hayes’ own words,
“Benches and chairs and benches
and chairs and benches and
chairs.”
Assisting Miss Hayes are Mary
Cowell, Eunice Pinkney, Mar
jorie Arnold and Walter King.

Survey Shows
SAEs Capture
Lectures Make
Bowling Lead
Books Popular

Frank Sigman
Scores Highest
As Team Loses

Soldiers Defeat University Men
Totals ..... 719
By Score of 2427-2305
Phi Delts— 1st
On ROTC Range
Galles .......... 134
A ndrew s___ 126
Frank Sigman, Great Falls, of Schwanke ___ 148
the University Men's .rifle team, Barker ........ 163
shot 278 for high score of the Seymour ...... 214
match fired against the Fort Mis
soula nine January 27 on the
Totals ___ 785
ROTC range, outshooting Skipper,
Carlson and Henry, veteran high
SAE—
1st
scorers of the fort team.
Hingham ..... 158
According to Major George B. Wood ............ 168
Norris, director of the team, Sig Flint .......
180
man is doing exceptional shooting, Peterson . ' 102
especially when his inexperience Hartwig .
206
on the rifle range is considered.
Fort Missoula won the match
814
Totals
from the university .men with a
1st
ATO—
score of 2427 to 2305. Skipper shot Geil ...... :..
191
277 for high score on the fort team. M errill.......... 99
Individual scores fired by the DeFrance .
148
university men were: Mel Single- L ie n ...... ....... 150
ton, 249; John Marsh, 227; Robert Kotsakis ___ 123
Robinson, 258; Robert Van Haur,
269; Arnold Anderegg,, 246; Frank
Totals
711
Sigman, 278; Phil Preston, 267;
Richard Griffith, 259, and James
Sigma Nu— 1st
Paulson, 252.
K le c k ............ 178
Individual scores for the fort Morris ....
149
gunners were: Beach, 262; Staed- Miller .......... 224
ler, 261; Carlson, 275; Henry, 275; Ceserani ___ 136
Haywood, 267; Rogers, 263; Wil Johnston___ 143
son, 273; Skipper, 277; Moneymak
er, 274.
Totals ;__ 830
The next match scheduled for
Sig Eps— 1st
the university men is February 3 R obertson__ 161
against the university forestry Wysel . . ._ . 161
team. They will fire against the B o g a rd u s__ 147
university women February 8, Jennings ___ 134
Forest Service February 16, Offi W ilkinson_ 154
cers Reserve Corp February 23
and university freshmen March 2.
Totals ___ 757

Tau Kappa Alpha Sets
Meeting for Tonight
Tau Kappa Alpha, national for
ensic honorary, will have a spe
cial meeting at 9 o'clock tonight in
the seminar room of the library.
Leroy Purvis, Great Falls, presi
dent of the honorary, urges all
members to be present at this
meeting.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

.835
2nd
117
181
170
144
183

922
3rd
163
168
177
167
202

2476
Tt’l.
414
475
495
474
599

Lectures by nationally known
personalities influence popularity
of Open Shelf books in the library,
according to a reeent survey. The
study was made by Miss Lucille
Speer, assistant cataloguer and in
structor in library economy, on
usage of books last quarter.
The most popular books of fall
quarter were Anita Willetts Burn
ham’s “ ’Round the World on a
Penny,” and V i c t o r Heiser’s
“ A m e r i c a n Doctor’s Odyssey.”
Both Mrs. Burnham and Dr. Heiser have addressed student audi
ences, Mrs. Burnham at the Theta
Sigma Phi Matrix table and Dr.
Heiser at an outside entertain
ment program sponsored by the
student body.,
Miss Speer discovered the pref
erence of plays, travel and science
books. During the past quarter
134 students, 24 faculty members
and 19 townspeople built up an
Open Shelf circulation of 466.
Fiction books averaged 3.7 read
ers to rank fourth in popularity,
while essays, biography, fine arts,
economics and sociology, history
and poetry trailed in that order.
Here are the'most popular titles,
in addition to the Burnham and
Heiser books: Repplier’s “In Pur
suit of Laughter;” Anderson’s
“Neutersel;” Alexis Carrell’s “Man
the Unknown;” Phillips’ “Skin
Deep;” Duranty’s “I Write As I
Please.” and Lawes’ “20,000 Years
in Sing Sing.”
The shelf is open to all students,
faculty members and townspeople

795 877 2457
2nd
169
170
171
163
230
903
2nd
176
124
134
158
124
716
2nd
132
121
182
164
211
810
2nd
173
183
139
144
148
787

LEAGUE NO. 2
SAE No. 21st 2nd
B radley____ 137 156
Slusher ..... 149 167
Shields ____ 138 185
Schulte ...... 176 168
C h ish o lm __ 151 139

T U “DOC” W. E. SCI1REIBER
TO GIVE FIRST-AID TALK
475
488
W.
E. "Doc” Schreiber will pre
506
431 sent a first-aid review before the
600 physical education club at
o’clock Thursday in the women’
803 2520 gymnasium. Tumbling and games
3rd T U will complete the program.
Mrs. Carol Wells Cooney re
192 559
149 372 quests all members to bring tennis
159 441 shoes and gym suits. Men and
153 461 women majoring or minoring in
152 399 physical education may join the
club.
805 2332
Wallin . . . 144 165 172 481
3rd T U McLaren .... ... 148 143 132 423,
165 475 Dum m y__ _ 130 130 130 390
126 396
184 590 Totals .... _ 730 717 705 2152
163 463
Phi Delt No. 2—
190 544
1st 2nd 3rd T U
Ahders __ ... 116 134 126 376
828 2468 Sanderson _ _ 171 161 110 432
3rd T U Mann
129 131 135 395
152 486 H e lm ____ ... 215 200 149 564
178 532 Wahle
... 141 175 142 458
137 413
155 433
Totals __ ... 772 'SOI 662 2225
179 481
Sigma Nu No. 21 Default.
801 2345
3rd
168
150
155
166
164

TU.
444
452
479
516
411

Totals ___ 751 815 736 2302
Phi Sigs— 1st 2nd 3rd TU.
Stangland .... 171 169 166 506
IFurlong

Dr. George Finlay Simmons re
turned Thursday after a five-day
visit to central and eastern Mon
tana, during which he addressed
several audiences on phases of his
trip to the South Seas in search
of ornithological data for the
Cleveland museum.
The president was able to stop
in towns along the route and met
many university alumni and par
ents of university students. He
discussed university business mat
ters with Dr. H. H. Swain, execu
tive secretary of the greater uni
versity, in Helena, Thursday.
Members of the state fish and
game association paid a tribute of
a minute’s silence to Thomas Mar
lowe, outstanding Missoula sports
man who died recently, following
a eulogy by Dr. Simmons at the
association banquet in Great Falls.
Dr. J. W. Severy, chairman of
biological sciences, William An
derson, Bonner, and the president
represented the Western Montana
District at the meeting.
Dr. Simmons spoke to a Havre
high school convocation, a North
ern Montana college convocation,
a public meeting in Havre, Chi
nook high school, assembly, the
Great Falls Rotary club and the
Presbyterian Men’s club in He!
ena.

Wealth in Land
Shown by Report

“St. Joan” Cast
Sends Out SOS

Quartet Ends
Preliminaries

CITY CLEANERS

(Continued from Page One)

lots remain within the Cass Gil.
bert plan area.
Corporation Aids
The Alumni Challenge Athletic
Field corporation, besides helping
to obtain privately owned property
within limits of ’the plan, have
p u r c h a s e d the university golf
course and the forestry nursery,
Purposes in buying the nursery
site were to provide an expert
m ental. nursery convenient to the
school, to prevent undesirable
businesses near the university, to
provide soil for the rest of the
campus, to provide right-of-way
for a proposed spur track to the
heating plant and to provide a
convenient dump for ashes in a
natural fill of the land.
NOTICE!
All members of the freshmen
class are urged to attend the first
official class meeting at 5 o’clock
Friday in the Student Union. The
meeting is called to discuss sug
gestions made to Class President
Bob Walker, Bozeman, by mem
bers of the freshmen class.
COUNCIL WILL MEET
Student-Faculty c o u n c i l will
meet at 7:30 o’clock tonight.

Walford Electric Co.
244 N. HIGGINS AVE.
Phone 3566

| Exclusively Electrical

i jin a they give me
more pleasure than any
cigarette I ever smoked.
And if a man isn’t get
ting pleasure from his
cigarette he might as
well quit smoking.
Chesterfields are m ilder
. . . they’ve got a taste that
smokers like . . . they have
everything to give a man

COMPLETE
BANKING SERVICE

MORE PLEASURE.

The Western Montana
National Bank
Missoula, Montana

T m c / a tf!
is just another day
for you. But any day

—
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Barthel Hardw are

Frosh Hoopsters
To Play Alberton

Foresters’
Friday

S k i Special
going up the Blackfoot next
Sunday. Make your reservation now and select your skis
today at

Kappa Psi Fire
Chases Pledge

Freshman tossers invade the
(Continued from T&ge One)
People who play with fire are [home'court of the Alberton AA
(Continued from race One)
arette, while Evans practiced
likely to get burned, according to team Thursday night in the first
K
a
p
p
a
Alpha
Theta
—
Judy
walking up and down stairs with
an old adage and that is, figur real test for the yearlings. The
out tripping over his Bishop’s robe Roehl, Lewistown; Mary Fuller,
Valier; Jurine Wermager, White- atively speaking at least what AA team is undefeated this year.
of purple silk.
fish; Virginia Flanagan and Phyl-1 happened to a recently chosen
Freshmen 56, Phi Sigs 32
Campbell struggled into one of
Kappa Psi pledge Friday night.
lis Smith, Great Falls.
Biff Hall sparked Cubs to a
his Warwick costumes, battling
After
all,
how
was
he
to
know
he
Sigma Nu and Maverick quar
decisive victory over Phi Sigma
with Fifteenth century ideas of
tets compete tonight in the final I would not be welcomed at the Kappa's Interfratemity l e a g u e
fastening a cloak, while Bartley
elimination Interfratem ity song chemistry-pharmacy building that team yesterday afternoon at the
concentrated on pulling his hel
contest. Koyne Osborne, Living night.
men's gym. Hall tallied 24 points.
met visor up and down and draw
The weather was severe and be
ston; Emerson Miller, Missoula;
The first-year men led all the
ing the broken stump of a “prop”
Jack Baumgartner, Billings, and cause the pledge, whose name will way and at no time were in dan
sword. Harrington and costume
Bernard Sjaholm, Great Falls, be furnished upon request by any ger of losing the game. Rae
mistress Lela Hoffstot flitted back
make up the Sigma Nu quartet. member of Kappa Psi, men’s na Greene played consistently under
and forth correcting and admiring.
M a v e r i c k s are represented by tional pharmaceutical honorary the basket and hawked the ball
We’ve never had costumes like
Charles Hastay, Butte; Fred Bar wanted to attend a show he came for 12 points. George Croonenthis,” said Harrington, glancing al
rett, James Barrett and Leonard from his home to Main hall in or berghs did not hit his stride until
ternately at the splendor of crim
der to catch a bus. Seeing the
Kuffel, Missoula.
near the close of the game, when
son and gold and at the bill from
Winners in the previous contests first floor of the chemistry-phar he tossed three in a row. Sam
Eaves.
were Phi Delta Theta and Phi Sig macy building well lighted the Roberts and Don Allen controlled
Costume after costume appeared ma Kappa in the Interfratemity, young man decided to drop in on
backboard play for the frosh.
from the two large trunks, to be and Delta Delta Delta, Kappa the boys and see what was going
Nell Johnson and Bob Stoebe
checked and classified by Miss Kappa Gamma and Alpha Chi on. How was he to know that
rallied for the Phi Sigs but could
Hoffstot. Now a courtier’s velvet Omega in the Intersorority. Final pledges going active were being
not overcome the freshman lead.
and plumes, now the English sol contests will be at the halftime of initiated that night?
dier’s leather jacket. (Looks more the Oregon State games, February
Stepping through the door the
like Daniel Boone to me,” said 10 and 11.
unsuspecting pledge was greeted
Harrington”).
by several actives. The rest of
the story can easily be guessed.
The clank of armor will present a steward.
difficulties in the way of sound
Harrington expects a successful Reports circulating through the
“We’ll have to tone up the whole production, provided his players pharmacy department indicate
play,” said Harrington, “to drown can solve such minor difficulties that the pharmacy student had no
out the noise.” Consider eleven as getting in and out of armor desire to sit through a double-fea
suits of armor clanking in unison.” without a can opener, deciding ture show after his visit.
One of the most complicated which way Joan’s contemporaries
Quality Cleaning
costumes will be Archbishop Will wore their coats, and last but not
COLLECTORS WILL MEET
Guaranteed
Baucus’. Over a scarlet robe he least, the problem of Don Hop
will wear a fitted cassock, a short kins’ boots.
There will be a meeting of the
cape, a long cape and ermine capeHellgate
Philatelic
society
at
7:30
Hopkins, dressed as a medieval
magna, or short, sleeved cape. churchman, but swearing like a o’clock Wednesday night in the 612 South Higgins Phone 3838
Then a scarlet skull-cap, a wide Twentieth century actor, struggled club rooms of the Missoula £as
black hat, red shoes and a crucifix. with his leather hip-boots which and Coke Co.
Besides the 25 imported outfits, his high arches prevented him
Masquer needlewomen are busy from getting on. “It might be
A talk on etiquette by Miss Colling Shoe Shop
with the 23 costumes being made done,” he said, “with lots of mus Anne C. Platt, professor of home When better work is done at
here. These will be the Maid’s cle and talcum powder.” But if it economics, will be featured at the lower prices Colling will do it.
first costume, two suits for the is done he will very likely die in meeting of Dames club at 8 o’clock
We Call for and Deliver
Dauphin, 11 monk’s habits, two them, as there seems little chance Thursday night in thetlarge meet Phone 6381
626 S. Higgins
ing room.
page’s costumes and one garb for of getting them off again.

day for us.

M eet Y ou on the
3rd
151
136
156
172
121

Simmons Is Back at Desk
After Five-Day Trip
To Four Cities

Tuesday, F ebruary 1,1939
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B & H Jewelry
The College Jewelry Shop
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